
Buy a select* Dell $49999+ 
and pick a gift.

Go from dreaming to  
doing more seamlessly.
PCs + Electronics + Accessories = More.

Dell recommends Windows.

Dell V525W All-in-One 
Wireless Printer

Creative Labs Bluetooth 
Wireless Speaker

Dell Backpack, Headphones, 
and Wireless Mouse
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All orders are subject to approval and acceptance by Dell. Offers subject to change, not combinable with all other offers. Taxes, shipping, handling and other fees apply. Valid for U.S. Dell Member Purchase Program and Dell University new purchases only. Availability of 
electronics and accessories varies and quantities may be limited. Dell reserves right to cancel orders arising from pricing or other errors. *Buy a select Dell $499.99+ and pick a gift offer: Offer valid on Inspiron, XPS, systems and tablets, Alienware systems, and Latitude 10 tablets only. 
Dell will only accept returns and order cancellations of the entire bundle. *Graphics and Shared Memory: Significant system memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors.  Hard Drives: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; 
actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less. *Buy a select Dell $783.99+ and get an XPS 10 tablet for $299.99 offer: Offer valid on Inspiron, XPS, and Alienware systems only.  Dell will only accept returns and order cancellations of the entire 
bundle. *Graphics and Shared Memory: Significant system memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors.

Shop your member store today at 

Choose from select products worth up to $129.

Buy a select* Dell PC for $78399 or 
more and get an XPS 10 powered 
by Windows RT for just $29999.

More access to  
your big ideas.

The new Inspiron 15 lets you maximize 
mobility for your active lifestyle. 

$49999

8

Intel® Core™ i5 Processor

Dell Inspiron 15
After $50 
member 
savings

$78399

99 

8
Intel® Core™ i7-3770 Processor
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Dell XPS 8500

After 
member 
savings

E-Value™ Code: FEPVC52S

E-Value™ Code: FCPVP18

Buyers Edge

Dell.com/BuyersEdge  or   1-888-243-9964
Member ID: SS107277195




